Piping systems are structural sets used in the chemical industry, conventional or nuclear power plants and fluid transport in generalpurpose process equipment. They include curved elements built as parts of toroidal thin-walled structures. The mechanical behaviour of such structural assemblies is of leading importance for satisfactory performance and safety standards of the installations. This paper presents a semi-analytic formulation based on Fourier trigonometric series for solving the pure bending problem in curved pipes. A pipe element is considered as a part of a toroidal shell. A displacement formulation pipe element was developed with Fourier series. The solution of this problem is solved from a system of differential equations using mathematical software. To build-up the solution, a simple but efficient deformation model, from a semi-membrane behaviour, was followed here, given the geometry and thin shell assumption. The flexibility factors are compared with the ASME code for some elbow dimensions adopted from ISO 1127. The stress field distribution was also calculated. q
Introduction
Pipe bends play a very important role in the global piping arrangement, as they not only allow flow direction change, but they also absorb thermal expansions and longitudinal deformations from adjacent tangent parts or other straight pipe elements [1] . Computer codes have been used extensively to expedite calculations of deflections, reactions and stresses both in piping system and pressure vessels. In order to determine such calculations, it is important to know flexibility factor values, where the case of pure bending is one of the most used in design [2] . Many experiments and theories have been presented to demonstrate and explain the flexibility and stresses of a curved pipe compared with elastic beam theory. In this paper we will present the results of flexibility factors using a formulation for a curved pipe subjected to uniform bending moment. We have determined the flexibility factor when the curved pipe was fitted with thin or thick flanges. Throughout this formulation beam theory combined with the shell membrane equations is assumed.
Equation formulations

Essential assumptions
The deformation field refers to membrane strains and curvature variations.
The following assumptions [3] were considered in the present analysis:
(a) the curvature radius R is assumed much larger than the section radius r; (b) a semi-membrane deformation model is adopted and neglects the bending stiffness along the longitudinal direction of the toroidal shell but considers the meridional bending resulting from ovalization; (c) the shell is thin and inextensible along the meridional direction. Fig. 1 shows the essential parameters defining the pipe bend geometry.
The displacement field
For the displacement field we have superposed the effect of the rotation with trigonometric terms, for problems by symmetric bending
The displacement field for the curved beam coincident with a central arch is: Finally, following the formulation proposed by Thomson [6] , the displacement field in a curved pipe resulting from the superposition of displacement shell and the complete Fourier expansion for ovalization and warping terms, is:
Depicting the displacement field in a condensed matrix representation where
ðcos iuÞ:
The deformation field
As referred to previously, the deformation model considers that the pipe undergoes a semi-membrane strain field. The strain field is given by the following equations 
where 1 x is the longitudinal membrane strain, g xu is the shear strain and K u is the meridional curvature from ovalization. The element stiffness matrix K is calculated from the matrix equation:
The integration of this equation is extended to the pipe surface, where matrix [B ] results from:
Given that the pipe is inextensible along the meridional direction, no contribution for elastic strain energy arises from such strains. The elasticity matrix D appears with a simpler algebraic definition, having deleted the contribution of off-diagonal terms with a Poisson factor: 
where E is the elasticity modulus, h is the pipe thickness and n is Poisson's is ratio.
The stress fields are determined by:
The matrix force-displacement equation for the curved pipe element is
where K is the stiffness matrix and d e is a nodal unknown displacement vector.
Determination of flexibility factor in curved pipes subjected to uniform bending in the curvature plane
The flexibility coefficient is a parameter that makes possible an accurate calculation for reactions at restraints and attachments in a piping system. For that task, one can use design codes either based on displacement or force methods, having included the flexibility factor as a stiffness reduction parameter for beam elements, whenever curved pipes are involved. In high temperature loading, creep phenomena can be present and a flexibility factor may be used to evaluate the time-dependent variation of the curved pipe bending resistance. The flexibility coefficient is calculated as follows
where M C ðdaÞ is a resistant moment in a curved pipe subjected to a bending angle da at the edge and M S ðdaÞ is the corresponding bending moment in a straight pipe, with a length equal to that of the curved one and subjected to the same bending angle at the edge. The calculation of the bending moment in a circular section can be determined by an integral equation. Considering only semi-membrane behaviour, the bending moment is as follows:
In a thin-walled element only the deformation along x is considered for the calculation of the bending moment. A similar calculation of the bending moment in the equivalent straight pipe is as follows:
The second moment of area for a thin tubular circular section is represented by: For the loading case of an imposed moment, the flexibility factors can be determined by the following equation
and da in a curved pipe is calculated by Eq. (16) .
The case study
The studied case is shown in Fig. 2 , representing a curved pipe with end restraints, subjected to a uniform bending moment. The geometry and the material properties are in accordance with Table 1 , as in Ref. [7] . Only one half of the pipe bend was analysed due to geometric and loading symmetry. The results refer to the transverse section at x ¼ 0 in the case of rigid or thin flanges as shown in Fig. 2 . Figs. 3 and 4 show the longitudinal stresses of a curved pipe under pure bending moment, using rigid or thin flanges. Those results obtained with our formulation are compared with the results by Melo and Castro [7] , and Wilczek [8] . We have calculated the longitudinal stresses using all terms or only odd terms in the Fourier expansions for the displacements calculation, represented along the semisection studied (0 -1808).
When calculating the stress field for the curved pipes with rigid flanges we may use the formulation by all terms or only odd terms and will obtain the same results. But for the case studied with thin flanges, only the results obtained with all terms are in good agreement with other references, as shown in Fig. 4 .
Stress analysis for other curved pipe geometry and end restraints
In Table 2 , 12 examples of 908 elbows according ISO 1127 are presented. All cases refer to edge prescribed uniform bending moment. In the same way, only one half of the pipe bend was analysed and the results refer to the transverse section at x ¼ 0; as shown in Fig. 2 .
In Figs. 5 and 6 we show the longitudinal and the meridional stresses for all curved pipes analysed. We have calculated the stresses in all pipes for this loading condition, having used either a complete formulation (all terms) or only odd terms in the Fourier expansions for the displacements evaluation. The top number of terms in the trigonometric expansions was fixed at eight. Next we present the results for a longitudinal membrane and meridional stress in curved pipe bends with end restraints using thick or thin flanges. 
Calculation of the flexibility factor
According to the ASME Code, the calculation of the flexibility factor in a curved pipe under uniform bending is determined from the following equation: Fig. 7 shows the results obtained with the semi-analytic formulation discussed here compared with the ASME curve, considering rigid flanges for all curved pipes studied. Fig. 8 shows the results obtained when using thin flanges. In this case the results obtained will be compared with the ASME curve for unflanged bends.
Conclusion
The present method is a procedure for the stress field determination or the displacement field calculations in curved pipes, having used a semi-analytic formulation. A mathematical symbolic solver carried out the problem discussed herein, where we have formulated the displacement field using Fourier series modelling the ovalization and warping condition in curved pipes. Good agreement between our stress results and the corresponding data from other authors was observed. The calculation of the flexibility factors has shown some discrepancies related with ASME results, especially for the case of curved pipes with rigid flanges; however, better agreement was observed when such results were compared with similar data from Thomson [6] . Nevertheless, the case of thin flanges has shown better agreement with ASME results.
The present method is simple to program and easy to operate, demanding small capacity computers and avoiding a pre-processing mesh generation for the shell definition surface, an advantage for engineering designers.
